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In this paper, new oscillation criteria are obtained for all solutions of the odd
w  .  .  .xn.  .  .order neutral differential equation x t y P t x t y t q Q t x t y s s 0,
w . . w . q.  . w .where P g C t , ` , R , Q g C t , ` , R , t g 0, ` , s g 0, ` , and n is odd.0 0
` ny1  .Our results do not need the usual hypothesis H s Q s ds s `. Some examplest0
are given to demonstrate the advantage of our results than existing ones in the
literature. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .A neutral differential equation NDE for short is a differential equa-
tion in which the highest order derivative of the unknown function appears
both with and without delays. The theory of NDEs is of both theoretical
w xand practical interest. See Hale 3 .
It is known that there are drastic differences in the behaviors of
solutions between NDEs and their retarded counterparts. During the last
decade there has been extensive research about the oscillatory behavior of
w xNDEs. See 1]2, 4]16 , and the references therein.
In this paper, we consider the nth-order NDE of the form
dn
x t y P t x t y t q Q t x t y s s 0, t G t , 1 .  .  .  .  .  .0ndt
where n is an odd integer,
qP g C t , ` , R , Q g C t , ` , R , t g 0, ` , s g 0, ` . 2. .  . .  . .  .0 o
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 .The oscillation of Eq. 1 has recently been investigated by many authors
w x w xincluding Chuanxi and Ladas 1 , Georgiou and Qian 2 . Gopalsamy, Lalli,
w x w x w xand Zhang 5 , Grammatikopoulos et al. 6 , Grove et al. 8 , Ladas et al.
w x w x w x w x9 , Lu 10 , Yan 11 , and Yu et al. 12 . For an excellent survey, we refer
w x  .to Gyori and Ladas 4 . All aforementioned papers dealt with Eq. 1 under
the divergent integral condition
`
Q s ds s `, 3 .  .H
to
w xexcept 12 , where the following divergent integral condition was used,
`
ny1s Q s ds s `. 4 .  .H
to
w x w xMoreover, in the case where n s 1, Yu et al. 13 and Shen 14 obtained
 .sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of 1 which do not
 .require 3 . However, to the best of our knowledge, nothing has been done
 .  .  .with the oscillation of 1 when n ) 1 and 3 or 4 is not satisfied.
As our results in Section 3 show for the following two equations,
nd 1 ’y tx t y q 2 q sin t x t y 2p q e x t s 0, t G 1, .  .  .n 2 /dt t
5 .
nd 3
yax t y q sin t x t y 2p q t x t y 1 s 0, t G 1, 6 .  .  .  .n  /dt 2
where n is an odd integer, every solution is oscillatory for any a g R, but
 .  .the divergence condition 3 or 4 does not hold when a ) n. This
 .surprising result should motivate further study in the case where Q t is
``integrally small.''
 4  . wLet r s max t , s . By a solution of 1 we mean a function x g C t y1
. .  .  .  .r, ` , R , for some t G t , such that x t y P t x t y t is n times1 o
w .  .continuously differentiable on t , ` and such that 1 is satisfied for1
t G t .1
 .As usual, a solution of 1 is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily
large zeros. Otherwise, the solution is called nonoscillatory.
Throughout this paper, we suppose that n is an odd integer, and define
w x  4E t , t s t : t q it F t F t q it , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , where t ) t G t .1 2 1 2 2 1 o
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2. MAIN RESULT
We start this section the description of our main results.
 . UTHEOREM 1. Assume that 2 holds and that there exists t G t , sucho
that
P tU q it F 1 for i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , . 7 .  .
Furthermore, suppose that there exist t ) t G t , b ) 1, and a nondecreas-2 1 o
w . q.ing function H g C t y s , ` , R such that2
w xP t G b for t g E t , t , 8 .  .1 2
H s q H s q mt G H s q m q 1 t for s G t , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , .  .  . 2
9 .
and that for any « ) 0,
Q s exp « H s y s ds s `. 10 .  .  .H
w xE t qs , t qs1 2
 .Then e¨ery solution of 1 oscillates.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2. Assume that 2 , 8 ] 10 hold and that P t is oscillating.
 .Then e¨ery solution of 1 oscillates.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3. Assume that 2 , 8 ] 10 hold and that there is s G to o
 .such that P t ) 0 for t G s ando
`
y1P s P s ??? P s s `, 11 .  .  .  . 1 2 k
ks1
 .where s s s q kt , k s 1, 2, . . . . Then e¨ery solution of 1 oscillates.k o
To prove Theorems 1]3, we need the following.
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. Assume that 2 and 7 hold and that Q t is not e¨entually
 .  .identical to zero. Let x t be an e¨entually positi¨ e solution of 1 and set
y t s x t y P t x t y t . 12 .  .  .  .  .
Then we ha¨e e¨entually
y n. t F 0, y ny1. t ) 0, y t ) 0. 13 .  .  .  .
The result can be proved, using a slight modification of that in Lemma 1
w xof 14 and, thus, is omitted.
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 .  .  .LEMMA 2. Assume that 2 and 11 hold and that Q t is not e¨entually
 .  .  .identical to zero. Let x t be an e¨entually positi¨ e solution of 1 and set y t
 .  .as in 12 . Then 13 holds e¨entually.
 .Proof. Let t G t be such that x t y r ) 0 for t G t , where r s1 o 1
 4  .  .max t , s . Then by 1 and 12 , we have
y n. t s yQ t x t y s F 0 k 0 for t G t .  .  .  . 1
 .which means that the consecutive derivatives of y t of order up to n y 1
are eventually strictly monotonic functions and either eventually
y ny1. t - 0, 14 .  .
or
y ny1. t ) 0. 15 .  .
 .  .We claim that 15 holds. Otherwise, 14 holds, which implies that there
exist a ) 0 and t ) t such that2 1
y t F ya for t G t . . 2
That is,
x t F ya q P t x t y t , t G t . 16 .  .  .  .2
Now choose a positive integer m such that s s s q mt G t . Then form o 2
 .any positive integer k we have by 16
x s F P s x s y a .  .  .mq k mqk mqky1
F P s ??? P s x s .  .  .mq k m my1
y a 1 q P s q P s P s q ??? .  .  .mq k mqk mqky1
qP s ??? P s .  .mq k mq1
k
s P s s s y a .  . mq 1 my1
is0
1 1 1
= q q ??? q .5P s P s P s P s ??? P s .  .  .  .  .m m mq1 m mqk
 .  .It follows from 11 that x s - 0 for sufficiently large k. This is amq k
 .contradiction and so 15 holds.
Next, we consider the following three possible cases:
 4Case 1. There is i g 2, 3, . . . , n y 1 such that
y nyi. t - 0, y nyiy1. t - 0. .  .
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 4Case 2. There is i g 1, 2, 3, . . . , n y 1 such that
y nyi. t ) 0, y nyiy1. t ) 0. .  .
 . i nyi. .Case 3. y1 y t - 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n.
For Case 1, by using a similar method to the above, we can obtain a
contradiction and so Case 1 is impossible. For Case 2 we clearly see that
 .eventually y t ) 0. For Case 3, the assumption that n is an odd integer
 .leads to y t ) 0 eventually. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that 1 has
 .  .  .an eventually positive solution x t . Set y t as in 12 . Then by Lemma 1,
there exists a TU G t such that2
y ny1. t ) 0, y t ) 0, x t y r ) 0 for t G TU . .  .  .
 .Thus we have by 12
x t ) P t x t y t for t G TU . 17 .  .  .  .
U  .Now choose a positive integer N such that t q Nt G T . Then by 8 and1
 .17 we get
w xx t ) b x t y t for t g E t q Nt , t q Nt . 18 .  .  .1 2
Let
M s min x t : t q N y 1 t F t F t q N y 1 t . 4 .  .  .1 2
Clearly, M is a positive constant. Since b ) 1, it follows that there is an
 .« s « b , t , N, t ) 0 such that2
b G exp « H t q Nt . .2
 .  .Hence, by 18 and noting that H t is nondecreasing, we have
x t ) M exp « H t q Nt G M exp « H t , .  .  .2
w xt g t q Nt , t q Nt .1 2
w  .  . x  .For t g t q N q 1 t , t q N q 1 t , we have by 91 2
x t ) bM exp « H t q Nt G M exp 2« H t q NT .  .  .2 2
G M exp « H t q N q 1 t G M exp « H t . .  .2
w  .  . xNow, suppose that for t g t q N q i t , t q N q i t ,1 2
x t ) M exp « H t q N q i t G M exp « H t . 19 .  .  .  . 2
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w  .  . x  .Then, for t g t q N q i q 1 t , t q N q i q 1 t , we have by 18 ,1 2
 .  .19 , and 9
x t ) bM exp « H t q N q i t .  . .2
G M exp « H t q Nt exp « H t q N q i t .  .2 2
G M exp « H t q N q i q 1 t G M exp « H t . .  . .2
Therefore, by the induction, we have, in general,
x t ) M exp « H t for t g t q N q i t , t q N q i t , .  .  .  .1 2
i s 0, 1, . . . ,
and so
w xx t ) M exp « H t for t g E t q Nt , t q Nt .  . 1 2
which yields
w xx t y s ) M exp « H t y s , t g E t q s q Nt , t q s q Nt . .  . 1 2
20 .
Next, for any t G t q s q Nt , define1
w x w x w xA t , t s t q s q Nt , t l E t q s q Nt , t q s q Nt .t 1 2 1 1 2
 .Then, in view of 10 , we have
Lim Q s exp « H s y s ds s `. 21 .  .  .H
tª` w xA t , tt 1 2
 .Now rewriting Eq. 1 in the form
y n. t s yQ t x t y s , .  .  .
 .and integrating it from t q s q Nt to t, we get by 201
y ny1. t y y ny1. t q s q Nt .  .1
t
s y Q s x s y s ds F y Q s x s y s ds .  .  .  .H H
w xt qsqNt A t , t1 t 1 2
F yM Q s exp « H s y s ds .  .H
w xA t , tt 1 2
 . ny1. .which, together with 21 , yields y t ª y` as t ª `. This is a
contradiction and so the proof is complete.
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 .  .Proof of Theorem 2. Let x t be an eventually positive solution of 1
 .  .and let y t be defined by 12 . Then eventually
y n. t s yQ t x t y s F 0 k 0 . .  .  .  .
 .  .Thus, y t is an eventually strictly monotonic function. Since P t is
 .oscillating, it follows that y t must be eventually positive which also
ny1. .implies that eventually y t ) 0. The rest of the proof is similar to
that of Theorem 1 and, thus, is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 3. By way of contradiction, if it is otherwise, then Eq.
 .  .  .  .1 has an eventually positive solution x t . Set y t as in 12 . Then by
ny1. .  .Lemma 2, we have eventually y t ) 0, y t ) 0. The rest of the proof
is similar to that of Theorem 1, and so we omit it.
3. SEVERAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we give some examples to show the effect of our results.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the neutral equation
nd 3
yax t y q sin t x t y 2p q t x t y s s 0, t G 1, .  .  .n  /dt 2
22 .
3 .where s G 0, a g R, and n is any odd integer. Clearly, P t s q sin t2
 . U w xsatisfies condition 7 when we choose t g 7pr6, 3pr2 . Moreover, if we
 .  .choose t s 7pr3, t s 8pr3, b s 3r2, and H t s t, then conditions 81 2
 .and 9 are satisfied. It is easy to see that for any « ) 0, a g R,
sya e«  sys . ds s `.H
w xE t qs , t qs1 2
 .Hence, condition 10 is satisfied. Therefore, by Theorem 1, every solution
 .of 22 oscillates.
 .EXAMPLE 2. If we choose H t s t, then the neutral equation
nd 2p
sin 3 t yax t y e x t y q t 1 q sin 3t x t s 0, t G 1, .  .  .n  /dt 3
satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem 1 for n odd and any a g R. Thus, all
solutions of this equation oscillate.
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EXAMPLE 3. The neutral equation
nd ’y t yrx t y t sin t ? x t y 4p q e ? 1n t ? x t s 0, t G 2, .  .  .ndt
where, n odd, r g R, satisfies all hypotheses of Theorem 2 if we choose
 .H t s t. Therefore, every solution of this equation oscillates.
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the neutral equation
nd ’yr y tx t y t q 2 q sin t x t y 2p q e ? x t y s s 0, .  .  .  .ndt
t G 1,
where, n odd, s G 0, and r ) 1. If we choose s s 3pr2, then it is easy too
 . yr  .see that P t s t q 2 q sin t satisfies condition 11 . Now let t s 5pr2,1
 .  .  .t s 3p , b s 2, H t s t. Then conditions 8 ] 10 are satisfied. There-2
fore, by Theorem 3, every solution of this equation oscillates.
 .Although none of the above four examples satisfies the condition 3
  ..and also 4 when a ) n, their solutions are still oscillatory. In fact, we
found that none of the above examples satisfies the oscillation conditions
 .for Eq. 1 in the literature listed in the introduction of this paper.
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